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Cellular automata re modified in such a way that states of a single automaton 
become unreachable if they have not been rereached uring a certain period depending 
on a function ~: The automaton then will assume the quiescent state. These "forgetful" 
cellular automata may differ with respect o the function % the scheme by which the 
automata re interconnected, and the state set cardinality. For some special classes of 
functions q~ it is shown that, corresponding to every cellular automaton, there exists a 
"forgetful" cellular automaton that in a sense performs in the same way. 
Zellulare Netze werden dergestalt modifiziert, dab Zust~inde eines einzelnen 
Automaten unerreichbar werden, falls sic innerhalb einer--von einer Funktion ~0 
abh~ingigen--Zeitdauer nicht angenommen werden. Soll ein unerreichbarer Zustand 
angenommen werden, geht der Automat in den Ruhezustand fiber. Diese 'vergel31ichen' 
zellularen Netze sind unterscheidbar bezfiglich der Funktion % dem Schema, nach 
dem die einzelnen Automaten verbunden sind und der M~chtigkeit der Zustands- 
mengen. Es wird gezcigt, dab fiir spezielle Klassen yon Funktionen 9 zu jedem zel- 
tularen Netz Pin 'vergel3liches' zellulares Netz existiert, das in gewissem Sinne dasselbe 
leistet. 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS AND MOTIVATIONS 
In  recent  years there has been an increasing interest in cellular automata.  Th is  
interest part ly results f rom their  capabi l i ty of parallel processing; therefore they may 
be regarded as models  for array computers .  On  the other  hand cellular automata  re 
cons idered as a first approach in descr ib ing neural  networks by algebraic methods  
and the deve lopment  of some simple sorts of organism as done by L indenmayer  
systems. 
Among others,  Smi th  [1,2] has shown the efficiency of cellular automata (abbreviated 
ca) in recogniz ing one-  and two-d imens iona l  patterns (The  latter also po inted out  
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that ca are "much faster" than those acceptor automata working in a strongly serial 
manner.) These utilizations may be motivated by the facts in the human visual system; 
and in this respect here are connections to biological systems, too. 
In defining ca we will see that they are a very crude model for biological information 
processing. One way to obtain better models may consist in procedures that try to 
implant into ca further properties observed in the system being modeled. Here we try 
to build in "forgetfulness." As there is little known about this phenomenon occurring 
in nature, here it is assumed to work according to a principle of economy: Information 
that has not been reused during a certain period is supposed to be of little relevance 
and therefore may disappear. 
Similar investigations have been done by Vollmar [3, 4] with respect to Turing 
machines. Some of the results mentioned here are represented by H611erer [5] on the 
basis of a somewhat different definition of forgetfulness. The proof techniques used 
in these papers and those sketched here may be regarded as strategies of self-repair 
in devices which are prone to a special occurrence of faults. Furthermore, this is an 
attempt o extend to ca the work of Salomaa [6], who investigated finite automata 
with a variable (time-variant) structure. The following definitions are partly sketched 
in a very informal way, as are the proofs. Some of the definitions are analogous to 
those of Smith [7], to whom we also owe the principle of position codes used in the 
proof of Theorem 2.3. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
First of all we introduce ca. The starting point is a Moore automaton 
M = (X, Y, Z, 3,/,) where X, Y, Z are the finite nonempty sets of input symbols, 
output symbols, and states, respectively. The next-state function 3: Z • X--+ Z 
and the output function tz: Z -+ Y are working only at the discrete time steps 
t = 0, 1, 2 ..... Function 3 determines at time t + 1 the next state 3(z, x) of M 
dependent on its own state z ~ Z and the input signal x ~ X at time t. Function/~ 
determines at time t + 1 the output signal/z(z) with respect o the state z ~ Z at time t. 
Let N denote the natural numbers, N 0 :=  N u {0} and 77 the set of integers. For 
d ~ N the set of all d-tuples with integer coordinates i denoted by 77 a. 
For x = (x  1 , x 2 , . . . ,  xa ) ,  y = (Ya, Y~ ..... Ya)  ~ ?Ta and k e Z we define the operations 
x + y :=  (x 1 + Y l ,  x~ + Y2 ..... xa + Ya),  
k 'x :=(k .x  1,  k " x 2 . . . . .  k " xa). 
Especially, 0 :=  (0, 0 ..... 0). 
Let A, B _C 2ea. Then we define 
A+B:={a+b:aeA^beB},  
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and for k ~ N o the "product" k - A recursively by 
0.  A :=  {0), 
(k + I ) .A  :=k .A  + A. 
Finally, let Q+ denote the nonnegative rational numbers. 
By a cellular automaton ,~ ~ (M, d, T) we understand the set of Moore automata 
Mx,  each being a copy of M indexed by an element x ~ 7/a. These automata re 
uniformly interconnected according to a scheme induced by the so-called 
neighborhood-template T _C2~e: Automaton M x receives its inputs from its neighbors, 
which are the elements of the set {My : y = x + t ^ t E T}. From this a specialization 
of the underlying Moore-automaton M results: 
(1) X :=  Y :~  Z m, where m = ] T[ is the number of neighbors. 
(2) /z(z) :~-- (z,..., z) (z ~ Z), which means that each automaton for which M,  is 
a neighbor eceives the same input. 
(3) A further restriction imposed on M is that a special state z o (called the quiescent 
state) is distinguished by the convention that 8(Zo, (z0, z 0 ..... z0) ) = z 0 . 
Two special classes of neighborhood-templates are introduced, setting 
H~ ~) :={x:x~?TaA[ [x [ t  ~n) ,  
K(a) :~{x:xEZaA[ lxH~nAx i~O (1 ~ i  ~d)} ,  
where 
d 
LLxLf := F~ Ix, L (x ~ ~) .  
i~1 
A configuration in a cellular automaton cg = (M, d, T) (also abbreviated ca), is a 
function c: Z d --~ Z assigning to each automaton Mx its present state c(x) at time t. 
An assignment of states by a configuration at time t = 0 will be called an initial 
configuration and denoted by c o . I t  is looked upon as being brought into the ca from 
the "outer world." The support sup(c) of a configuration c is defined by the set 
sup(c) : = {x : c(x) @ z0}. In this paper we assume the support of initial configurations 
to be finite (Restriction (3) on 8 guarantees that the support of the successor con- 
figuration defined below will remain finite). The set of all configurations with finite 
support is denoted by C. We say that two configurations c and c' are equivalent if 
there exists a y ~ 7/a such that c(x) = c'(x + y) (x ~ 72a). 
Let c be a configuration existing at time t. At time t + 1 every automaton Mx will 
assume a new state which depends on its neighbors' states and its own. The "sum" 
of these local transitions therefore defines new global characteristics of the ca, i.e., 
a successor configuration. This fact is described by the global transition function 
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F:  C --~ C. Given an initial configuration c o , at time t = 1 a successor configuration 
q = F(co) is defined, and finally a propagation (co) =Co,  Q ,  c 2 .... , c~, et+l .... is 
given by the recursion ct+l :=  F(ct) (t ~ No). A configuration may be understood as 
a pattern silhouetted against he background of the infinitely many quiescent states. 
Underlying such an interpretation a ca is a pattern-manipulation system transforming 
patterns by local decisions in parallel. 
With respect o the modification of ca, we define a mapping 7:77 a • Z • N O --~ 
No u {or}, where ~-(x, z, t) indicates for the automaton M x at time t the last occurrence 
of state z before time t + 1. I f  state z has not occurred between 0 and t, 
9 (x, z, t) :=  {oo}. The local transition function 8 of a ca $" now gets altered in the 
following way. If Mx at time t tries to change to state z (according to 3) and z has not 
occurred within a period 9(0, where 9 is a function 9: N ~ Q+, Mx "falls back" to 
state z 0 . The idea is that W gets "disturbed" at the place represented by M~. 
Let ~ = (M, d, T) be a ca with state set Z and the local transition function 3. 
off, = (M',  d, T, 9) is called the forgetful version of ~ if dimension d and template T
remain unaltered with respect o c~ while the local transition function ~' of cg, is 
defined such that for all x ~ Z a, t ~ N O , z ~ Z, and 8' applied at time t, 
tS(z, (z 1 .... ,z'*)) if t - -  -(x, 3(z, (z 1 .... ,zm)), t) ~< 9(t), 8% (z',..., zm)) :=  
z o else. 
I f  the underlying ca ~ is of no significance we shall simply speak of the forgetful ca cg,, 
abbreviated to fca. In this paper only three classes of functions 9 will be considered: 
(1) 9(t) = const. 
(2) 9(t) >/const.  
(3) 9(t) /> 0, monotonically increasing, unlimited and 9(t) ~< t (t E No). 
Remark 1. In order to prevent a state that has been forgotten from becoming 
reachable again by a jump of 9(t), in case (3) we claim that 9(0 ~< t. The growth of 
9 then cannot be faster than that of the "counter" ~. 
Remark 2. The quiescent state z 0 cannot be forgotten: Either it is assumed in a 
regular fashion (case t - -  r(x, zo, t) ~< ~o(t)), or by definition of W' when a state is 
forgotten. 
Remark 3. In general, the forgetful version of a ca will not produce the same 
results. I f  9(t) >~ t (t ~ No), forgetting will not occur; ca therefore may be regarded as 
a special case of fca. 
Definitions concerning ca are adopted for fca. From now on the basic intention 
of this paper is to compare ca and fca with respect to the results they produce. 
Comparing ca only with respect o the results they produce is a weaker measure for 
the "same performance" than that of simulation in its usual definition. 
Let cg and c~, be ca or fca with global transition functions F and F ' ,  configuration 
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sets C and C', respectively. Let (Co) and (Co') be two arbitrary propagations. Let 
rr: C ~ . . . .  {0, 1} and rr': C '~ --.- {0, 1} be two effectively computable functions (m, n c IN 
fixed), such that ~v(c i , ci+i ..... ci+,~-l) = 1 iff ci+,,,_ 1 is a result; and so does 7r' with 
respect o subsequences of the kind ci' , c'i+ 1,..., c'i+~_ i . The sets of results existing in 
5 and 5 '  are denoted by Rest(C, rr) and Res~r 7r'), respectively. Results are 
identified with respect o the introduced equivalence. 
We say that 5 '  R-simulates 5,  if there exist two injective mappings g: C' --~ C 
and h: C ---* C' such that Rest(C, 7r) = g (Res~,(h(C), ~r')). 
We claim that g and h are not too powerful, which means that the results are 
produced by the ca and not by the encoding and decoding functions h and g, 
respectively. This cannot occur in the following case: 
We say that 5 '  R-simulates 5 in real-time if 5 '  R-simulates 5 and 
Ft(co) c Res,(C, zr) iff F' t (h(co))  c Res~,(h(C), zr'), 
where F t and F 't denote the t-fold application o fF  and F ' ,  respectively. 
As we intend to simulate Turing machines, too, the concept of "result-simulation" 
is transmitted in a close way': 
Let T be an off-line one-tape Turing machine. Let K be a configuration, describing 
the actual situation of T with respect o the present state of the finite control unit, 
location of the read/write head and the contents of the tape at a certain time. The 
transition function of T assigns to every configuration K a successor configuration 
K '  in a unique way. The set of all configurations of T is denoted by C. Let zr be a 
procedure determining whether a configuration K is final or not; i.e., zr(K) = 1 iff K 
contains a final state. For 7r(K) = 1 the tape inscription (i.e., the contents of K, 
location of the read/write head and state omitted!) is defined to be a result and is 
denoted by Rest(K, ~). By these assumptions it is possible to proceed as above in 
order to define R-simulation between Turing machines and ca or fca. 
When defining R-simulation we introduced functions ~ which determine whether 
a configuration is a result or not. If not specified otherwise, throughout this paper ~r 
is assumed to be of the following type. For arbitrary propagations (Co) we define 
llo if ct ~Ct+l '  
zr(ct ,  ct+i) :=  else. 
In particular, m -- 2 is implied. 
2. RESULTS 
Comparing fca and ca with respect o  their performance, three results are cited: 
While the first theorem refers to the special one-dimensional case, the two succeeding 
are not restricted in this way. However, with respect to the applied simulation 
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techniques, the latter two may be regarded as specializations of the first one. First 
of all we refer to a result of Smith [7] which is an immediate consequence of his 
Corollary 3.7.1. 
LEMMA 2.0. For an arbitrary ca c~ = (M, d, T) there exists a ca ~ '  = (M', d, H~ a)) 
which R-simulates ~ in real-time. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let cg = (M, 1, T) be a ca with T arbitrary. Let q~(t) be monotonically 
increasing, unlimited andgo(t) ~ t (t ~ No). Then there exists an fca c~, = (M', 1, HI  1), ~0) 
which R-simulates oK. 
Proof. First of all, according to Lemma 2.0 there is a ca ~ = (~r, 1, Hi 11)) which 
R-simulates c~. Starting from c~ the ca c~, is constructed. Let Z 1 :=  {0, 1, 2}, 
z2 := g u {~} (~ r Z), z~ := (z l ,  z~ ..... zs}, z4 :=  {z', z 1, z~ ..... z ~-1, z~, z~, z~, z~ 
where Z is the state set of c~. The state set of c~, is defined by the Cartesian product 
Z '  :=  Z 1 • Z 2 • Z 3 • Z 4 . The state set Z' and the template H~ 1~ have been chosen 
in such a way that one can define a local transition function ~' which enables ~ '  to 
perform the following tasks: 
During a first period c~, continually tests itself to determine whether it is "sufficiently 
old," i.e., whether q0(t) ~ fi --  1 (fl depending on the cardinality of Z') and has 
increased enough that the real simulation can be initiated. During this period the 
whole ca is completely idle except two automata--the present T-automaton and its 
immediate right neighbor--which perform this test within the state component set Z 4 . 
The state component set Z 2 is provided for the real simulation which is performed 
by the so-called C-automata. When the "aging-test" has been successfully completed, 
these C-automata must be started to work synchronously. Therefore, during a second 
period preceding the real simulation, these C-automata synchronize themselves by 
simulating a firing squad within the state component set Zz. During the synchron- 
ization and simulation periods we have to guarantee that each state of relevance for 
those purposes is accessed twice within a time interval ~99(t); otherwise it may be 
forgotten. To each automaton of ~ in c~, there corresponds a couple of automata 
which alternate between the C- and R-modes. These couples of automata are 
separated by automata which are in the S-mode. According to the mode they occupy 
we refer to automata s R-, C-, or S-automata. Concerning such a couple of one 
R- and one C-automaton, the C-automaton performs the simulations within the second 
(real simulation) or third (firing squad) state components, while the R-automaton 
successively assumes all states of relevance (i.e., those states which are needed for the 
present and the future simulations). If the R-automaton has completed, the C- and 
the R-automaton exchange their roles. According to the sketched simulation techniques 
each state of relevance is accessed twice during a time interval of about twice the state 
set cardinality. The state component set Z 1 is provided to generate a code which 
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enables automata to identify their mode from their neighbors' states. This code is also 
unique but time-dependent; otherwise coding information could be lost. 
(0) Figure 1 shows the initial distribution of the modes as well as the layout of the 
function h which maps initial configurations go from c~ to initial configurations of ~g'. 
Min imal  p r i sm,  c i rcumscr ib ing  
sup (co) 
I'o1'o1 ot,o 
Init ial  states 
S-mode: (o,2,z 1 ,z') 
C-mode: (o,si,z~ ,z') 
R-mode: (1,2,zl,z') 
T-out.': (O,'~,z~,z ~ 
,o_, n ,ol ol ol 
\ 
Mode- Identification 
FIG. 1. 
0... ~ :  i~ ~ =0 
C mode'~l 2 t=l i - 
2. , /  t:z 
t incremented mad:5 
Arrangement  of the modes and the corresponding initial states. 
Let P(c0) be the minimal circumscribing prism of sup(g0). Then, initially, to each 
- -  t automaton Mx with x ~ P(go) there corresponds the automaton Ms. x which is set to 
the starting state (0, g0(x), z l ,  z') of the C-mode. The automaton M~.x+ 1 is set to the 
starting state (l, ~, z 1 , z') of the R-mode, while the S-automaton M~.x+ 2is set to the 
quiescent state (0, ~, Za, z'). The remaining automata re also set to the quiescent 
state (and called S-automata), with one exception: The automaton adjacent o the 
right end of a so-transferred configuration, called a T-automaton, is set to the starting 
state (0, ~, z 1 , z ~ of the above-mentioned aging-test. Within the support of con- 
figurations, S-automata ct as separating walls between the couples of R- and C- 
automata nd retain the quiescent state throughout he whole simulation. Outside 
the support hey simply represent automata which have assumed the quiescent state. 
The latter may be changed according to the simulating transition function 3'. 
(1) First we make clear how the real simulation works. For this purpose we assume 
for the moment hat we have the a priori knowledge that ~o(t) ~/3  -- 1, where/3 is 
sufficiently large. In step (3) we assume the state zs, occurring within the third 
components of all C-automata synchronously, to be the "firing-command" which 
initializes the real simulation. Therefore, if we initially replace the states (0, z, z I , z') 
57x/II/2-7 
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of C-automata Mx' by the states (0, z, z s , z'), the ca c~, will behave as after a syn- 
chronization period: 
(1.0) Each C-automaton simulates the transitions of its corresponding automaton 
in ~ within its second state components. To calculate the next second component i
simply applies the local transition function ~ of C to the second components of the 
state quadruples belonging to itself and its right and left neighbored C-automata. 
C- and R-automata t each time step increment he first state components by 1, 
counting modulo 3. In addition, R-automata successively assume all states from 
Z t • Z 2 • Z~ • {z') according to some arbitrary ordering on this set which does not 
effect the above-mentioned "cycling" within the first state components. In particular, 
there is the "first" state (1, g, z l ,  z') and an arbitrary "last" state (0,..., z'). 
(1.1) i f  the R-automaton has reached the "last" state, at the next time step a mode 
change takes place: C-automata ssume the "first" state (1, g, z a , z') of the R-mode. 
An R-automaton assumes a state of type (0, ~, z I , z'), which is the state the immediate 
neighboring C-automaton would have assumed if no mode change had occurred: 
The H~l)-template provides ufficient information to perform this calculation. Now the 
procedure again starts with (1.0). 
(1.2) The periodically changing patterns built from the first state components 
within the Hill-neighborhood generate a time-dependent but unique code indicating 
the mode of an automaton. This code is still unique with respect to any three 
succeeding initialized automata within the H]l)-neighborhood. 
(1.3) In general, the support of configurations will increase with time. The HI 1)- 
template provides sufficient information to enable automata djacent o the support 
of a configuration to calculate their future state and mode. But the calculated mode 
is occupied dependent on the simulated transition function. I f  an automaton has 
calculated its future mode to be the C-mode it changes to this mode only if it need not 
simulate the quiescent state. An automaton changes to the R-mode only if its 
(dependent on t right or left) neighbor has to change to the C-mode. 
(2) During the testing period the whole ca, except the present T-automaton and 
its immediate right neighbor, remains completely idle. 
(2.0) Starting from (0, ~, z 1 , z ~ the present T-automaton successively assumes the 
states (0, ~, z l ,  zl), (0, ~, z I , z2),..., (0, ~, z 1 , zB-1), (0, ~, z 1 , z~). Its immediate 
right neighbor first assumes state (0, g, z 1 , z~), and at the next time step state 
(0, ~, z 1 , z~), which is retained until the present T-automaton has reached state 
(0, ~, z 1 , zB-1). At the next time step it tries to regain state (0, 5, z I , za). This state 
has finally occurred before/~ -- 1 transitions. There are two possibilities: 
(2.1) ~(t) </~ -- 1 and by definition the right neighbor fall back to the quiescent 
state. At the next time step the present T-automaton (state (0, g, zt ,  z~)) assumes the 
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quiescent state, while its right neighbor assumes tate (0, 2, z 1 , z ~ and becomes the 
present T-automaton. The procedure described in step (2.0) is repeated. 
(2.2) ~0(t) >//3 --  1 and the attempt o regain state (0, 2, z l ,  z e-l) is successful. 
At the next time step the right neighbor of the T-automaton assumes tate (0, 2, z 1 , z c) 
and this "signal" is propagated to the left until it collides with the rightmost idle 
C-automaton, which initiates step (3). 
During the testing period only states from the subset {0} • {~} • {Zl} • Z 4 are 
assumed. Therefore no state from Z 1 • Zz • Z, • {z'} can become unreachable 
(Note that, by definition, the quiescent state (0, 2, z l ,  z') is always reachable.) 
Furthermore, by our assumptions about % case (2.2) will sooner or later occur. 
(3) When the (0, 2, za ,  ze)-signal collides with the rightmost C-automaton, the 
latter acts like the "general" of a firing squad, according to the techniques used by 
Balzer [8] when proving his firing squad lemma. The general sends a synchronization 
pulse (say state z~) to the left. This pulse animates C-automata to simulate the 
"soldiers!' of a firing squad within their third state components. R-automata 
successively assume states from the set Z 1 • Zz • Zs • {z'}. 
The H~)-template provides sufficient information to enable a couple of an R- and 
a C-automaton, which has to be initiated, to calculate their future mode and state. 
In any case the R- as well as the C-automaton assumes the next state, and the next 
mode which the right neighboring (initiated!) R- and C-automaton, respectively, 
will assume. Finally, all R- and C-automata have assumed the appropriate modes and 
states. C-automata continue to simulate a firing squad until the firing command 
occurs; i.e., all C-automata change to state z 8 within the third state component. 
(4) At the next time step the real simulation takes place in a way similar to step (1). 
This is possible because, first, the simulation sketched there is independent of the two 
possible arrangements of the modes; second, if all R-automata start with the same 
state, we can start them with an arbitrary state. 
(5) The simulation sketched above works because no state of relevance is forgotten. 
During the synchronization and simulation periods each state of relevance is accessed 
by an initiated automaton during the R-mode, while for the C-mode this cannot be 
guaranteed. Because there are 3 9 (I Z 1 + 1) 9 8 states of relevance for these purposes, 
and the modes are exchanged in an alternating manner, a state is certainly reached 
again after k = 2 " 3 9 (I Z I + 1) 9 8 transitions. Therefore the choice /3 = k + 1 
is sufficient for the aging-test to produce no wrong interference. 
(6) Let 7? be the function determining whether aconfiguration i ~ is a result or not. 
Then the "end of simulation" function rr' is defined in a close way: ,r' determines a 
configuration to be a result if the second state component of all C-automata remains 
unaltered by one transition. I f  that transition is performed uring a mode change the 
"old" C-automata re identified with the "new" ones. 
Function g is constructed to be the inverse of h: It operates on the minimal circum- 
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scribing prism of result configurations and "extracts" the second state components 
of the C-automata. 
Remark 1. It is worthwhile to remark that the preceding proof makes effective 
use of forgetfulness in order to find out whether the function ~ has increased 
sufficiently. 
Remark 2. Once the fca c~, has adapted to the function ~0 and the firing command 
has occurred, the simulation of W by c@, takes place in real-time; which means that 
from now on there is a one-to-one correspondence between the transitions in c~ and (g'. 
Smith [9] has shown that it is possible to R-simulate very Turing machine by a 
one-dimensional c . These Turing machines may be computation universal. Extending 
the concept of computation and computation universality to ca and lea and assuming 
the underlying ca cg in Theorem 2.1 to R-simulate a universal Turing machine, the 
following corollary holds. 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. There are one-dimensional computation universal fca. 
The following theorem "improves" the upward result in some respects: 
It holds for arbitrary dimensions. 
Real-time is maintained. 
No use of Lemma 2.0 is made; therefore the simulation is in a sense structure 
preserving. 
The state set cardinality is reduced with respect o the previous imulation. 
From these efforts there results a special effect: Configurations slide in time to the left 
relative to those in the simulated fca. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let cg : (M, d, T) be a ca with state set Z and T arbitrary. Let 
cp(t) ~ k (t ~ No) and k : 6 9 [ Z I. Then there exists an lea 5 '  : (M' ,  d, T', cp) with 
T'  dependent on T, such that 5 '  R-simulates (( in real-time. 
Proof. According to the previous proof two modes are introduced, called R- and 
C-mode. R- and C-automata have the same functions as above; but since there are no 
S-automata those are performed in a somewhat different way. The function h again 
operates by spreading out the minimal prism circumscribing an initial configuration 
in ~ with respect o the first dimension. In the special two-dimensional case, h would 
produce a distribution of R- and C-automata according to the following pattern. 
9 " C R C R C R C R 
C R C R C R C R 
C R C R C R C R 
-" C R C R C R C R 
: 
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In the previous proof two neighboring R- and C-automata interchanged their mode 
in an alternating way. This was possible because of the fact that such a couple was 
enclosed by two S-automata. S-automata neither changed their mode nor their 
state: Therefore they were acting as "fixed points" enabling C- and R-automata to 
distinguish between left and right. This is impossible here. An R-automaton, having 
completed its cycle, now always assumes the simulation of the immediate right 
neighboring C-automaton. These proceedings are also combined with the simulation 
of one transition in (g. Hence it follows that real-time is maintained. C-automata 
observing that the right neighboring R-automaton has completed its cycle change to 
the R-mode. The state set Z '  of c~, is defined by the set ({0, 1} • Z) u {~0}, where 
z0 r Z and Z is the state set of 5.  When convenient, we shall abbreviate (i, z) by z * 
and z0 by --.  
Since there are occasionally two different cycles with respect o the "upper index" 
(i.e., the first coordinate) through which R- and C-automata re running, function h 
works somewhat more subtly than described above. Partitioning a configuration in 
into one-dimensional strips, these are transferred from ~f to ~ '  by h as indicated in 
Fig. 2. Furthermore, during the one R-cycle, the states Zo ~ Zo 1, zl ~ z11,..., zn ~ z~ t
] ~ minimal prism, circumscribing sup(co) 
9 :< 1 * 
C R C R C R 
%, 9 2 v 1" 
FIG. 2. 
e R 
Arrangement of the modes and initial states in cg,. 
are successively assumed, while during the other R-cycle this includes the states 
~'01, ~1 O, .gl 1, ,~'20,..., gnO~ .gn 1 , gO O. 
Let Ts :=  {(2 9 X l  , X 2 . . . . .  Xd) : (Xl , X2 ..... Xa) ~ T}; then the template T'  of cg, is 
defined to be the set T s +//5(1): Hence T '  is constructed to be the "spread out" 
template T in accordance to function h, and in addition, an automaton located in the 
template origin is enabled to perceive the H~l)-neighborhood f each element L e T~ 
(as 0 e Ts, in particular each automaton has access to the state information provided 
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by its H~l)-neighbors). A C-automaton M~' gains the necessary state information 
from the second state components of its neighbors within the set {x} + T~. It simply 
applies the local transition function of ~ to these components, identifying 50 with the 
quiescent state of c~ in case of need. 
Starting from an initial configuration i  c~, the upper indices of the states of R- and 
C-automata get inverted at each time step. Consider an automaton M,  inside the 
support of an initial configuration which is located sufficiently far from the right border 
of a configuration. If the automaton is a C-automaton the upper indices of its own 
and its three succeeding right neighbors' states form a string which is either 1001 or 
0110. I f  it is an R-automaton these strings are either 0011 or 1100. At the following 
time steps these strings are continually complemented until a mode change occurs. 
In this case ~ '  assigns to Mx successor states as indicated below in terms of productions. 
zoOslOz~ls31 --~ s 1, 
ZnaSllZoOS~  ~ S ~ 
SolZoOsflz l _~ %1, 
so%nls21zo  - ,  Zo ~ 
where s i ~ Z are the corresponding C-neighbors' states (upper index omitted) and 
s E Z is the state, which the immediate right neighbored S-automaton would have 
assumed (upper index omitted) if no mode change had occurred. As the upper indices 
remain arranged in a regular fashion throughout the whole simulation, an automaton 
can identify its mode from any subset of four succeeding automata within the//5( l~- 
template. 
An automaton M~' is a boundary automaton with respect o a configuration c' if 
c'(x) = 5 0 and there is at least one t' ~ ({x} + Ts) such that {t'} + H~ t~ contains a 
sequence of four automata the modes of which are arranged according to the schemes 
RCRC or CRCR.  As the support of configurations may increase in time, boundary 
automata re exactly those which possibly, depending on the simulated transition 
function 3, become initiated. I f  a boundary automaton is initiated we claim its H~ 1)- 
neighbors also become initiated: This is done because of the fact that by the next 
time step there may be a boundary automaton My' for which x represents the above- 
mentioned t'  and a sequence of four automata is the smallest portion that can bear 
a unique code. In detail, the simulating transition function 8' has to perform the 
following tasks for boundary automata M~'. 
(1) Automaton M x' changes to the C-mode if there is one t' with the above- 
mentioned properties and M t, has occupied the C-mode and $ applied to the states of 
the automata within {x} + Ts, upper indices omitted and 5 o replaced by z0, produces 
a state @z 0 . The arrangement of the modes within {t'} + H~ 1~ indicates to M x' how 
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to index the successor state. Note that by definition of h and by task (2) it is guaranteed 
that if Mt' has occupied a mode, then there must already be an arrangement of modes 
RCRC or CRCR within the H~l)-neighborhood f t'. 
(2) I f  automaton Mx' need not be initiated by task (1) it looks for each automaton 
My' with y ~ ({x} + H~ 1)) by performing task (1) for it. This is possible because of the 
fact that ({x} -k H~ 1)) -7 (Ts + H~ 1)) = {x} q- T'; which means that T' is sufficiently 
large to perform this calculation. I f such an M r' exists, HM x' calculates its future mode 
from the template subset {y} + (Ts -k H~I~); otherwise My' remains in the quiescent 
state 50 of W'. 
(3) Until now we have excluded the case that a change of the modes has to occur. 
If automaton Mx' should have to change to the C-mode but finds out that a mode 
change is taking place, it simply occupies the R-mode starting state of its immediate 
right neighbor. Automata for the time being destined for the R-mode simulate the 
behavior of their right neighbors, too, and enter the corresponding state of the C-mode 
performing one simulation step at the same time. 
Automata within the support of a configuration of ~ '  only reach states of the set 
{0, 1} • Z. Therefore the delay until the reoccurrence of such a state cannot be 
greater than 3" 2" ]  Z I - -  1 transitions, taking into consideration the worst case, 
which occurrs by the initiation of boundary automata. Once having occupied a mode, 
an automaton will forget state ~0 9 Assuming ~r to be an arbitrary "end-of-computation" 
function, zr' is constructed to be completely identical with respect to the second 
component of states in W' (i.e., w' neglects upper indices and interpretes 50 as z0). 
Function g is constructed to be the inverse of h operating on the minimal circum- 
scribing prism of a result's upport: States of R-automata re omitted and so the upper 
indices of the states of C-automata. 
The following theorem shows that there are even lea with only two states, which 
has some effect on the layout of the function % too. The proof technique, as far as it 
makes use of the concept of position codes, is due to Smith [7]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let c~ = (M, d, T) be a ca with T arbitrary. Let q~(t) ~ 3 (t e N). 
Then there exists an fca W' = (M', d, T', q~) with state set Z'  and [ Z'  I = 2 such that 
5 '  R-simulates c~ in real-time. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.0. for cg there exists a ca ~ = (M, d, H~ a)) which 
R-simulates cg in real-time. Let Z be the state set of ~. Then k is chosen such that 
k :=  min(I 2 1 ~< 2 2 '~-  (2" r - -  1)). 
tEN 
With n :=  2 9 k -- 1 the set of all binary strings of length n, {0, 1} n will then contain 
as many strings as are necessary to perform the following coding procedure. 
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(0.1) Special strings 01~1 k+l, 0e-llk+10 ..... lk+10 k..... lk0kl ..... 10kl k and their com- 
plements are used to mark positions, and therefore will be called position code words. 
(0.2) To each state 2 e 2 there are uniquely assigned a string and its complement, 
neither used as position code words. In particular, the quiescent state of ~ is coded 
by the strings O n and 1 n, respectively. 
LetQe(x ) :=  {(3 9 n 9 x~ , x~ ,..., xa) + (i, 0 ..... O) : i -~ O, 3, 6,...,  3 9 (n - -  1)}. Then 
we define Qo(X ) :---- {(1, 0,..., 0)} + Qe(x), P(x) :=  pc(x) + {(2, 0 ..... 0)} and M(x) :=  
Q,(x) t.) Q0(x) u P(x). 
(1) Let c0 be an initial configuration in (~. Then to each automaton M x with 
x ~ sup(g0) in f~' there corresponds the one-dimensional rray M(x) of length 3 9 n. 
The subarray Qe(x) initially contains the coded state ~0(x) of Mx,  the subarray P(x) 
is set to have the position code word 0kl k+l. 
(2) Automata within P(x) complement the state in each of the succeeding time 
steps t. Therefore P(x) will contain the string 0kl k+l if t is even, and 1~0 k+l if t is odd. 
The position code word enables each automaton within the subarrays Qe(X) and 
Qo(X) to calculate its position with respect to the "origin" (3 " n 9 x l ,  x 2 ..... xa) of M(x). 
(3) The subarrays Qe(x) and Q0(x) contain coded state information of different 
kinds: 
(3.1) For t even, (~e(x) contains the actual coded state. Each automaton within 
Q0(x) first calculates its position with respect o the location y of the origin of M(x). 
Next it calculates the coded next state by means of the coded state information gained 
from {y} + ~)e(h) (h ~ H H~a~). Finally, it assumes the state z '  ~ {0, 1} corresponding to
its position within this string. Automata within Qe(x) simply complement the state. 
(3.2) For t odd, Qe(x) and Q0(x) change their roles and a calculation completely 
analogous to that sketched in (2.1), Qe(x) replaced by Q0(x) and vice versa, takes place. 
One can show that by setting 
T' :---- .u~U'a)(M(h) - -  M(0)) ,  
hell I 
T'  is sufficiently large to enable each automaton to perform these tasks. Furthermore 
T'  provides sufficient information to enable automata M x' adjacent o the support 
of configurations to decide whether the array M(y) to which they belong has to be 
activated or not, and, in the former case, to perform the necessary activities. 
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